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New approaches for the calibration of exchange-
energy densities in local hybrid functionals
Toni M. Maier, Matthias Haasler, Alexei V. Arbuznikov* and Martin Kaupp*
The ambiguity of exchange-energy densities is a fundamental challenge for the development of local
hybrid functionals, or of other functionals based on a local mixing of exchange-energy densities. In this
work, a systematic construction of semi-local calibration functions (CFs) for adjusting the exchange-
energy densities in local hybrid functionals is provided, which directly links a given CF to an underlying
semi-local exchange functional, as well as to the second-order gradient expansion of the exchange
hole. Using successive steps of integration by parts allows the derivation of correction terms of
increasing order, resulting in more and more complicated but also more flexible CFs. We derive explicit
first- and second-order CFs (pig1 and pig2) based on B88 generalized-gradient approximation (GGA)
exchange, and a first-order CF (tpig1) based on t-dependent B98 meta-GGA exchange. We combine
these CFs with diﬀerent long-range damping functions and evaluate them for calibration of LDA,
B88 GGA, and TPSS meta-GGA exchange-energy densities. Based on a minimization of unphysical
nondynamical correlation contributions in three noble-gas dimer potential-energy curves, free parameters
in the CFs are optimized, and performance of various approaches in the calibration of diﬀerent exchange-
energy densities is compared. Most notably, the second-order pig2 CF provides the largest flexibility
with respect to the diﬀuseness of the damping function. This suggests that higher-order CFs based on
the present integration-by-parts scheme may be particularly suitable for the flexible construction of
local hybrid functionals.
1 Introduction
The role of Kohn–Sham density functional theory (DFT) in the
modern natural sciences can hardly be overestimated. This
holds also for the importance of exact-exchange admixture to
the underlying, fundamental exchange–correlation functional,
which has opened the door for even more accurate ‘‘hybrid
functionals’’.1 Local hybrid functionals (local hybrids)2 are a
relatively recent, promising class of exchange–correlation (xc)
functionals in Kohn–Sham density functional theory (DFT). In
contrast to global hybrid functionals, such as, e.g., B3LYP,3–6
PBE07,8 or TPSSh,9 local hybrids regulate admixture of exact
exchange to a semi-local xc functional not by a constant but
by a real-space function, the so-called ‘‘local mixing function’’
(LMF). Local hybrids thus may be expressed generally as
ELHxc ¼
X
s¼a;b
ð
gsðrÞ  eexx;sðrÞdrþ Eslc
þ
X
s¼a;b
ð
1 gsðrÞ½   eslx;sðrÞ þ GsðrÞ
h i
dr:
(1)
Here, gs is the LMF, e
ex
x,s the exact-exchange energy density in
the conventional gauge10
eexx;sðrÞ ¼ 
1
2
Xocc
kl
ð
jk;s
ðrÞjl;sðrÞjl;sðr0Þjk;sðr0Þ
jr r0j dr
0; (2)
eslx,s a semi-local exchange-energy density and E
sl
c the semi-local
(dynamical) correlation functional. Gs(r) is a calibration function,
discussed further below. Alternatively, eqn (1) can be rewritten as11
ELHxc ¼
X
s¼a;b
Eexx;s þ Eslc
þ
X
s¼a;b
ð
1 gsðrÞ½   eslx;sðrÞ  eexx;sðrÞ þ GsðrÞ
h i
dr;
(3)
with Eexx,s being the integrated exact-exchange energy, i.e. the
integral of eexx,s over r. Eqn (3) formally allows the interpretation
of the local hybrid energy as full exact-exchange energy plus
a nondynamical correlation (NDC) functional (second line of
eqn (3)) and a dynamical correlation functional Eslc (standard
DFT correlation functionals are assumed to indeed cover only
dynamical correlation).
While much of the attention in the development of local
hybrids during the last years has focused on the LMF,12–21 the
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so-called calibration function (CF) Gs [eqn (1) and (3)], which is
the central topic of the present work, has been studied less.10,22
The CF reflects the so-called ‘‘gauge problem’’, which arises from
a fundamental ambiguity in the definition of exchange-energy
densities (in fact of any energy density).10,22–24 By definition,
a CF integrates to zero ð
GsðrÞdr ¼ 0: (4)
It is thus evident from eqn (1) and (3) that adding a CF to a
global hybrid (gs = const) does not change the xc energy. For a
local hybrid, however, the non-vanishing term
Ð
gsðrÞ  GsðrÞdr
arises. Note, that only the difference between the individual
gauges of the exact and semi-local exchange energy densities
enters this additional term.22 Hence, the calibration function
Gs only aims to correct for this difference rather than deter-
mining individually exact, unambiguous gauges, which, in fact,
is fundamentally impossible. In addition to the basic condition
(4), a CF must satisfy several constraints. That is, it should
be totally symmetric, exhibit the proper uniform coordinate
scaling, decay sufficiently fast asymptotically, etc.10,22 One of
the constraints most difficult to satisfy is the finiteness of a CF
over all of space. This led Tao et al.10 to construct a rather
complicated CF that includes the exact-exchange energy density
per electron eexx,s/rs, its gradient and Laplacian. As this type of
CF is unfavorable for computationally efficient self-consistent
implementation, our own efforts have focused on semi-local
ingredients only, i.e. on the electron density and its spatial
derivatives. In ref. 22 the CF
Gs(r) = rTWs(r) (5)
was suggested, where
WsðrÞ ¼ f  rrsðrÞrs1=3ðrÞ
 F ssðrÞ½  (6)
is a vector field consisting of a damping (or cut-oﬀ) function
F[ss(r)] that depends on the reduced spin density gradient
ssðrÞ ¼ 1
k
gss
1=2ðrÞ
rs4=3ðrÞ
(7)
with
gsB(r) = rTrs(r)rrB(r) (8)
and k = 2(6p2)1/3. This damping function must ensure that the
CF vanishes suﬃciently fast towards infinity. In ref. 22 the
simple Gaussian damping function
FGauss[ss(r)] = exp(bss2(r)) (9)
has been chosen for F. Note that vectors, and thus the operator
r, in the above equations are by default defined as column
vectors. The transpose of a vector, e.g. rT, is thus a row vector.
Furthermore, we employ a slightly diﬀerent definition of ss
than in ref. 22, which aﬀects only the prefactor k.
The above CF exhibits two semi-empirical parameters, f and b.
Together with weights of gradient corrections and LMF para-
meters, f was optimized to give minimal mean absolute errors
(MAEs) for a combination of the G2/97 test set of atomization
energies25–27 and the BH76 set of reaction barriers,28,29 while b
was fixed to values derived from consideration of NDC energies.22
We note in passing that CF (5) diverges at the nuclei due to the
Laplacian of the electron density. However, these divergencies are
insignificant22 due to integration over the vanishing volume
elements near the nuclei. Similar divergencies are also present
in all generalized-gradient-approximation (GGA) xc potentials and
not considered a serious problem in that case either.
The CF defined by (5), (6) and (9) was shown22 to signifi-
cantly reduce spurious positive atomic nondynamical correla-
tion contributions (eqn (3)) and the artificial repulsion in the
potential energy curves of noble gas dimers. Most notably,
calibration improved the performance of local hybrids based
on the GGA appreciably, something that is much more diﬃcult
without calibration.22 Reduction of the artificial long-range
repulsion for a simple PBE-based8 local hybrid by calibration
with this CF has also recently been demonstrated30 by improved
performance of the resulting functional for the large GMTKN30 test
set,31,32 on par with the best, highly parameterized contemporary
global hybrids.
Here we will explore an alternative path towards the con-
struction of semi-local CFs, deriving them from existing GGA
and meta-GGA exchange functionals by partial integration
(Section 2). This imposes additional constraints on the CF
and reveals relations between CFs and the gradient expansion
of the exchange hole. We rederive the CF from ref. 22 in a more
systematic way and develop two extended types of CFs. In
Section 3, we explain the details of our optimization procedure
based on the dissociation curves of noble gas dimers. Compu-
tational details are given in Section 4, and results for the new
CFs are provided in Section 5.
2 Theory
2.1 Calibration functions via integration by parts
In terms of an integration of energy densities, typical GGA and
meta-GGA exchange functionals can be written as
Ex;s ¼
ð
ex;sðrÞdr; (10)
with s indicating the spin. As a first step, we assume that the
energy density in (10) can be partitioned into a scalar product of
two vectors, one of which is assumed to be the gradient of a
scalar function. The exchange energy and its transformation by
a partial integration are then given byð
ex;sðrÞdr ¼
ð
uTðrÞ  rvðrÞdr ¼ 
ð
rTuðrÞ  vðrÞdr: (11)
A CF can now be constructed by subtracting the last from the
middle term of (11), leading toð
GsðrÞdr ¼
ð
uTðrÞ  rvðrÞ þ rTuðrÞ  vðrÞ dr
¼
ð
rT  uðrÞ  vðrÞ½ dr ¼ 0:
(12)
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The resulting formula, which arises directly from a given
exchange functional (see below), coincides with the formula
for the divergence of a vector field (5), withWs(r) = u(r)v(r). The
new approach based on integration-by-parts reveals the close
relationship between the CF and typical exchange functionals.
We may use these interrelations to construct new CFs without any
additional assumptions beyond those embodied in the underlying
(GGA or meta-GGA) exchange functional. The approach provides
furthermore additional understanding of the properties of CFs.
In the following, we will use eqn (12) for constructing CFs based
on GGA and t-dependent meta-GGA exchange. Since we mainly
consider local quantities, the position vector r will from now on
be omitted for brevity.
2.2 First-order GGA calibration functions
In general, GGA exchange energies (e.g. for PBE8 or B8833) can
be expressed as
EGGAx;s ¼ ELDAx;s 
ð
DeGGAx;s dr; (13)
DeGGAx;s ¼ rs4=3  F ssð Þ  ss2 ¼
1
k2
 F ssð Þ  r
Trs
rs4=3
 rrs; (14)
where ss is given by eqn (7) and (8). Function F(ss) is closely
related to the so-called ‘‘GGA enhancement factor’’ that defines a
given GGA exchange functional. These functions, or the corres-
ponding enhancement factors, are usually constructed from a
number of exact constraints such as the uniform electron gas limit,
spin-scaling relationships, the Lieb–Oxford bound, the correct lead-
ing terms in the density gradient expansion of the exchange energy,
the appropriate asymptotic behavior of the energy density or xc
potential, etc. F(ss) is considered a ‘‘damping function’’ (or real-space
‘‘cut-off function’’), included to prevent the divergence of the
exchange energy density in low density regions (due to the reduced
spin-density gradient becoming infinite). Introduction of such func-
tions,34 to eliminate the asymptotic divergency of the earlier so-called
gradient expansion approximation (GEA),35 has allowed the con-
struction of the first successful GGA functionals for the description
of finite systems, in particular regarding thermochemistry. We will
now consider the B88 exchange functional,33 whose energy density
exhibits the correct asymptotic 1/r behavior. The corresponding
damping function F(ss) has the form
FB88 ssð Þ ¼ k
2b
1þ 6bk  ss  asinh k  ssð Þ; (15)
with b being a free parameter, originally fixed for B88 exchange
by a fit to atomic exchange energies (see Section 5 below). While
the leading LDA exchange term in (14) does not contain any
scalar products of vectors and is thus not suited for construc-
tion of a CF via (12), the integrand of the GGA correction term,
i.e. the outermost RHS of eqn (14), can be rewritten as that of
the middle term of (11) when taking
u ¼ 1
k2
F ssð Þ  rrs
rs4=3
(16)
and
v = rs. (17)
According to eqn (12), this provides the CF
Gð1Þs ¼
f1
k2
 rT F ssð Þ  rrs
rs1=3
 
: (18)
Here, f1 is a numerical prefactor introduced for fitting pur-
poses. The superscript in G(1)s indicates that integration by parts
[eqn (11) and (12)] has been applied once. In this case we will in
the following speak of first-order CFs. We will call this class of
CFs pig1, see more on the chosen nomenclature at the end of
next section. Eqn (18) can be rewritten in an explicit form as
Gð1Þs ¼
f1
k2
 F ssð Þ  r
Trrs
rs1=3
 1
3
rTrs
rs4=3
 rrs
 
þ ssdF ssð Þ
dss
 r
Trs
gss1=2  rs1=3
 rgss1=2 
4
3
rTrs
rs4=3
 rrs
 	
;
(19)
eqn (19) can be put into a more compact way
Gð1Þs ¼ f1  rs4=3
 F ssð Þ  qs  1
3
ss
2
 
þ ss  dF ssð Þ
dss
 ps  4
3
ss
2
  	
;
(20)
introducing
qs ¼ 1
k2
rTrrs
rs5=3
; (21)
ps ¼ 1
k2
Zs;ss
gss  rs5=3
(22)
as the reduced density Laplacian and density Hessian, respec-
tively. The quantity Zs,ss is defined as
ZW,sB = rTrsrrTrWrrB (23)
and can be viewed as density Hessian projected onto the density
gradient. Further relations of the reduced density Hessian to known
DFT quantities are discussed in Appendix A. Note that eqn (20) and
the CF of ref. 22 are equivalent in the case of a Gaussian damping
function (9), with only a small diﬀerence in the definition of the
parameters. The previous CF can thus be regarded as a special case
of a first-order GGA CF within the present scheme.
Integration by parts is a frequently employed tool for both
exchange and correlation GGA functionals to get rid of the density
Laplacian. A classical example is the transformation of the original
Laplacian-dependent LYP functional4 into its Laplacian-free
version.5 Modification of a standard GGA energy density by addi-
tion of a CF according to eqn (18) may thus be viewed as a partial
step back towards Laplacian-dependent functionals. Introduction
of a certain fraction of the Laplacian-dependent energy density into
standard GGA exchange functionals has recently been used in
somewhat diﬀerent context.36 It has been argued that this may
help to suppress oscillations of the corresponding xc potential
and to thus avoid certain numerical problems.
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Indeed, the scheme presented here may be used to recon-
struct the ‘‘underlying’’ GGA exchange functional from any CF,
e.g. from the one of ref. 22. Starting from eqn (5), (6) and (9), we
can recover a ‘‘Gaussian GGA correction’’ rs4/3 exp(bss2)ss2
to the exchange-energy density. Due to a too fast asymptotic
decay of the Gaussian damping function (9), such a construc-
tion is unlikely to provide a successful GGA. The advantage of
the present approach compared to ref. 22 is, that a CF can be
directly related to specific, known GGA exchange functionals.
2.3 Second- and higher-order GGA calibration functions
Let us consider the four terms in the ‘‘working version’’ of the first-
order CF G(1)s (19) in more detail. We will apply integration by parts
to them in the same way as done above for the original energy
density (14). That is, we (i) apply a partitioning (11), thus (ii)
building (when possible) a new CF according to eqn (12) and (18).
The second term of eqn (19) simply represents the original
GGA exchange-energy density scaled by a factor, thus giving
nothing new compared to pig1. The same occurs for the first
term with the partitioning
u ¼ f1
k2
 F ssð Þ
rs1=3
r; v ¼ rs; (24)
also providing another pig1-like CF.
In contrast, the last two terms of eqn (19) give a new CF.
Partitioning the last term into
u ¼ f1
k2
 ssdF ssð Þ
dss
rrs
rs4=3
; v ¼ rs; (25)
results in a ‘‘second-order’’ CF
Gð2Þs ¼
f2
k2
 rT f1  rrs  ssrs1=3
dF ssð Þ
dss
 
: (26)
Interestingly, an identical second-order CF can be obtained
from the third term of CF (19), but only for one of two possible
partitioning schemes, namely
u ¼ f1
k2
 ssdF ssð Þ
dss
rrs
gss1=2  rs1=3
; v ¼ gss1=2: (27)
Another advantage of the present scheme is therefore, that it
can be used to derive a second-order CF. Partitioning the third
term instead into
u ¼ f1
k2
 ssdF ssð Þ
dss
rgss1=2
gss1=2  rs1=3
; v ¼ rs (28)
leads to computationally ineﬃcient third derivatives of the
density, which we do not consider further here.
The general procedure can be repeated, thus generating 3rd-
order, 4th-order, and higher-order CFs (see below). Note, that
prefactors and signs are again absorbed in the empirical
parameter f2. The second-order CF becomes explicitly
Gð2Þs ¼ f1  f2  rs4=3  ss2 
d2F ssð Þ
dss2
 ps  4
3
ss
2
 
þ ss  dF ssð Þ
dss
 ps þ qs  5
3
ss
2
 	
:
(29)
The second-order contribution is derived from the first-order
function and can be regarded as a correction term. It should
therefore be used in combination with the first-order CF. The
same holds true for subsequent orders. A general expression for
the Nth-order CF with N free parameters can thus be derived by
generalizing (18) and (26) and summing the individual CF
contributions up to order N
Gs ¼
XN
m¼1
Ym
n¼1
fn
" #
 rT rrs  s
m1
s
rs1=3
dm1F ssð Þ
dsm1s
 
dr: (30)
Here the ‘‘zero-order derivative’’ simply means the original damping
function F. In this way, successively more flexible CFs based on GGA
functionals can be constructed in a systematic manner. To distin-
guish between CFs of diﬀerent orders N, we use the nomenclature
‘pig’ (partial integration gauge) plus the order of the expansion. In
the present work, only GGA-based CFs to first and second order,
pig1 and pig2, respectively, are further investigated.
2.4 B98-based ‘‘meta-GGA’’ calibration function
As the above ‘pig’ CFs were derived from GGA exchange,
they might not be suited optimally for calibration of meta-GGA
energy densities that depend on the Kohn–Sham kinetic energy
density t
ts ¼ 1
2
Xocc
k
rTjk;s  rjk;s: (31)
In fact, one of the reasons why we had reported only calibrated
local hybrids based on B88 and PBE GGA exchange in ref. 22 is,
that attempts to calibrate TPSS meta-GGA37 exchange-energy
densities with the Gaussian CF [eqn (5), (6) and (9)] actually
deteriorated results. As one possible ansatz for a t-dependent CF,
we thus derive additionally a first-order CF based on the semi-
local meta-GGA part of the B98 exchange functional38
Ex;s ¼
ð
eLDAx;s 
XM
m¼0
am  w Qs
1þ w2 Qs2ð Þ1=2
" #m
dr; (32)
where am are the coefficients of the Mth-order inhomogeneity
expansion, eLDAx is the LDA exchange energy density, w is the
coefficient of the damping function, and Qs is the meta-GGA
inhomogeneity parameter
Qs ¼ 1þ 10
3
qs  tstTF;s þ
5
3
ss
2 (33)
with the kinetic-energy density (31) and the Thomas–Fermi
kinetic-energy density
tTF;s ¼ 3
40
k2  rs5=3: (34)
The zeroth-order term of expansion (32) corresponds to scaled
LDA exchange and is thus not considered. Since the first-order
correction term to LDA with the parameter a1 gives the largest
improvement in meta-GGAs, compared to higher-order correc-
tions, we restrict the derivation of the meta-GGA CF to this term,
which is explicitly given by
DeB98x,s = a1F(Qs)QseLDAx,s , (35)
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with the damping function
FB98 Qsð Þ ¼ w
1þ w2 Qs2ð Þ1=2
: (36)
Eqn (35) is more explicitly formulated as
DeB98x;s ¼ 
3
2
3
4p
 1=3
a1  F Qsð Þ  rs4=3
 5 3
4p
 1=3
a1
k2
 F Qsð Þ
rs1=3
 1
2
rTrs  rrs
rs

þrTrrs  2
Xocc
k
rTjk;s  rjk;s
#
:
(37)
The first term in (37) is again an LDA-like term and is thus
disregarded. The remaining three terms all result in the same
CF. This can be seen from the fact that the second and third
terms of eqn (37) are similar to the first and second terms of
eqn (19), respectively (up to a numerical prefactor), with the
formal diﬀerence that the argument of the damping function F
is now Qs rather than ss (see above). The last term gives the
same result because
Xocc
k
rjk;s  jk;s þ jk;s  rjk;s

  ¼ rrs: (38)
As for the ‘pig2’ CF above, we may thus choose one of these
three terms for partitioning and treatment according to eqn (12).
Taking, e.g., the second term of eqn (37) without prefactor and
partitioning it as
u ¼ 1
k2
F Qsð Þ  rrs
rs4=3
; v ¼ rs; (39)
we obtain the first-order meta-GGA CF as
Gð1Þs ¼
f1
k2
 rT F Qsð Þ  rrs
rs1=3
 
: (40)
Most numerical prefactors, including the expansion parameter
a1, have beenmerged into the fitting parameter f1. We note again
that (40) diﬀers from the first-order GGA CF (18) only by the
inhomogeneity parameter employed (Qs instead of ss), reflecting
the close relation between GGAs and meta-GGAs. Evaluation
of the divergence in (40) gives the intermediate result
Gð1Þs ¼ f1  rs4=3  F Qsð Þ  qs 
1
3
ss
2
 
þ 1
k2
dF Qsð Þ
dQs
rTrs  rQs
rs5=3
	
:
(41)
Eqn (41) uses the gradient of Qs, which is a rather complex
quantity, since it requires the gradient ofrTrrs and thus third
basis-function derivatives. To avoid third derivatives, the
reduced density Laplacian can be approximated semi-locally
(see ref. 39 and references therein) as
qs  9
20
ts
tTF;s
 9
20
 1
12
ss
2; (42)
resulting in the approximated inhomogeneity parameter
~Qs ¼ 1
2
ts
tTF;s
þ 25
18
ss
2  1
2
; (43)
with its gradient
r ~Qs ¼ 1
2
rts
tTF;s
 5
6
ts
tTF;s
rrs
rs
þ 10
3
ss
2  5
6
rrTrsrrs
gss
 10
9
rrs
rs
 	
:
(44)
The meta-GGA CF then reads explicitly
Gð1Þs ¼ f1  rs4=3  F ~Qs

   qs  1
3
ss
2
 
þ 10
3
f1  rs4=3ðrÞ
 dF
~Qs

 
d ~Qs
5
6
psss
2 þ 2rs  10
9
ss
4  1
4
ts
tTF;s
ss
2
 
;
(45)
with the mixed reduced gradient of density and kinetic energy
density
rs ¼ 1
k4
rTrs  rts
rs10=3
: (46)
In analogy to the GGA CFs above, higher-order meta-GGA CFs
can be constructed via
Gs ¼
XN
m¼1
Ym
n¼1
fn
" #
 rT rrs  s
2ðm1Þ
s
rs1=3
dm1F ~Qs

 
d ~Qm1s
( )
: (47)
From this series of CFs, which we name ‘tpig’ (t-dependent
partial integration gauge), only the first-order CF will be inves-
tigated in the present work.
Note that the restriction of the power series expansion (32)
to first order is equivalent to considering the second-order
gradient expansion of the exchange hole.39 Hence, the CF (37)
emerges directly from such an expansion, thereby imposing
additional exact constraints introduced by the damping func-
tion F. As a result, the derived CFs, either of ‘pig’ or ‘tpig’ type,
are not arbitrary but represent the natural formulation for CFs
when assuming a second-order expansion of the exchange
hole. Possible diﬀerences concern only the damping functions.
Some GGA and meta-GGA exchange functionals assume either
higher-order gradient expansions of the exchange hole37 or con-
sider higher powers of the inhomogeneity parameter employed.38,40
In these cases the present integration-by-parts scheme would
indeed provide diﬀerent CFs, if we consider higher-order terms
(which we do not in the present work). As the semi-local
part of B98 exchange represents a rather general expression,
it can be hoped that the derived ‘tpig’ CFs may be suitable for
the calibration of a broader range of meta-GGA exchange
functionals, even though some of them involve higher-order
expansions. We have deliberately selected the B98 form here
to derive a CF instead of, e.g., the TPSS form, as the latter is
much more complicated and based on a fourth-order gradient
expansion.
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3 Optimization of calibration functions
As the gauge problem arises only for local hybrid and related
functionals that mix diﬀerent energy densities locally, develop-
ment and optimization of CFs has not received much attention
so far. In this section we set up an optimization procedure for
the free parameters occurring in the CFs introduced in the
previous section. Tao et al.,10 had optimized their CF to make
the semi-local (TPSS) exchange-energy density reproduce the
exact one for a number of atoms and small diatomics. This
minimization of diﬀerences between the two energy densities
may to some extent be counterproductive. The left-right non-
dynamical correlation introduced by the semi-local exchange
functional in molecules is bound to be eliminated, which may
result in an overcalibration. Furthermore, this optimization
procedure neglects the interrelations between CF and LMF in
the framework of local hybrid functionals (cf. eqn (3)).
In ref. 22, the linear prefactor of a first-order (Gaussian-
damped) CF was optimized for thermochemical test sets, after
some preoptimization of the Gaussian exponent. On the other
hand, we note that the CF should be a minor correction to the
exchange-energy diﬀerence (eqn (3)). That is, eqn (4) suggests
that the additional integral
Ð
gsðrÞ  GsðrÞdr should not make
a major contribution to the total energy, possibly even less so
for thermochemical energy diﬀerences. The latter should be
more dominantly influenced by other parts of the functional.
It therefore seems more promising to fix the free parameters of
a CF to quantities that are most clearly aﬀected by the gauge
issue. As shown in ref. 22 and 30, even small linear prefactors of
a CF correct appreciably the unphysical, too repulsive energy
curves of weakly bound complexes, such as those of noble gas
dimers. In contrast to global hybrids, where such problems are
absent, the too repulsive curves for uncalibrated local hybrids
may be attributed to spurious, typically positive, nondynamical
energy contributions.22 Such energy curves may thus in principle
be used to optimize CFs. However, we have to consider a
reference point to compare to. At larger distances, the intermo-
lecular interaction energies between two noble gas atoms can be
assumed to be determined by (a) nucleus–nucleus and some
remaining Pauli repulsion contributions, and by (b) dispersion
interactions, caused exclusively by long-range correlation
contributions not included in simple semi-local or hybrid func-
tionals considered here. Nondynamical correlation should thus
be negligible in this context. If we neglect the dispersion con-
tributions, the remaining repulsive interactions should be accu-
rately reproduced by Hartree–Fock (HF) or exact-exchange-only
Kohn–Sham calculations, providing us with a suitable reference
point to identify and subsequently minimize unphysical non-
dynamical correlation contributions (cf. eqn (3)). One implicit
consequence of taking the Hartree–Fock curves as reference
point (rather than a global hybrid, problematic due to the
choice of its exact-exchange admixture), is that a fit of the CF
will not only eliminate the unphysical nondynamical correla-
tion due to the gauge issue. It will also remove any artifacts (too
attractive or too repulsive behavior) inherent in the semi-local
exchange-energy density chosen. Currently lacking a better
reference, we regard this procedure as reasonable. For example,
in this way we may expect to obtain functionals that form a
good basis for adding non-local van-der-Waals functionals or
other dispersion corrections.
Based on these considerations, we propose three diﬀerent
optimization schemes. The first method (M1) uses the HF inter-
action energy as reference, applying the local hybrid of interest
without dynamical correlation functional. Orbitals are fully opti-
mized for both the HF reference energies and for the local hybrid
energies. In the second scheme (M2), the fully self-consistent HF
energy is again used as reference, but the local hybrid orbitals are
now optimized in the presence of a dynamical correlation func-
tional. The local hybrid interaction energy is determined without
the dynamical correlation functional to suppress spurious energy
contributions. In the third scheme (M3), only one set of orbitals is
determined self-consistently, optimized using a local hybrid with
dynamical correlation. For this set of orbitals, the nondynamical
correlation term [cf. eqn (3)] is directly minimized. That is, the
exact-exchange-only Kohn–Sham interaction energy is subtracted
from the local hybrid interaction energy without dynamical
correlation, using an identical set of orbitals. The three schemes
differ only in the choice of orbitals used in the self-consistent
calculations. As we thus need a self-consistent setup also for local
hybrids with the CFs introduced in this work, our previous self-
consistent implementation41 has been extended by potential
terms associated with these CFs. The required formulas are given
in Appendix B.
We now have to consider the definition of a minimization
parameter. Fig. 1 suggests the obvious choice of using the absolute
area between two potential-energy curves. In practice, this corre-
sponds to calculating several points of the curves and fitting
them to a power-series expansion. The minimization parameter
can then be defined as the absolute value of the integral of the
diﬀerence between both fitted polynomials. While this scheme
is straightforward, its outcome may depend on the applied
Fig. 1 Dissociation curve (energy in kJ mol1 and distance in Bohr) of the
argon dimer calculated with HF and an uncalibrated local hybrid functional
with common t-LMF and B88 exchange (see Section 4). The diﬀerence
between both curves (shaded area) represents the spurious (positive)
nondynamical correlation DENDC that will be minimized by calibration
(see text).
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integration range. A too small lower integration boundary,
i.e. a too small interatomic distance, might result in too large
integrals and an overcalibration in regions where the chosen
reference is not well-behaved anymore, e.g. due to extensive
overlap of the two atomic density distributions. We have addi-
tionally considered a second scheme, in which the integration is
not done directly with respect to the dimer distance r, but with
respect to its inverse r1. This gives a lower weight to contribu-
tions from large distances with very small energy contributions,
thus reducing overall the numerical noise. Shorter distances are
weighted more strongly. We thus evaluate also integration in r1
space to see if it has advantages. Considering all possible
combinations of proposed integration and reference schemes,
we evaluate six diﬀerent procedures.
4 Computational details
The CFs presented in Section 2 were self-consistently imple-
mented into a local version of the TURBOMOLE program
package.42 As basis for the optimizations, we took a local hybrid
functional consisting of LDA exchange, self-interaction reduced
PW92 correlation (sirPW92)16 and a ‘‘common t-LMF’’16
gs ¼ a  1
8
gss þ 2gss0 þ gs0s0
rs þ rs0ð Þ  ts þ ts0ð Þ
; s0as; (48)
with s indicating either a or b spin. Hence, the LMF for
both spins is equal. Prefactor a has been thermochemically
reoptimized with respect to G2-125,26 atomization energies and
ionization potentials as well as BH76 reaction barriers,28,29
giving a = 0.637. In addition to LDA exchange,43,44 we have
also evaluated B8833 and TPSS37 exchange. For the purpose of
comparison, the LMF prefactor has been kept the same. def2-
TZVP basis sets have been employed.45 Together with the CFs
pig1, pig2 and tpig1 [cf. eqn (20), (29) and (45), respectively], we
investigate three damping functions, i.e. Gaussian damping (9)
as well as B88- and B98-like damping (15) and (36), respectively.
In the case of tpig1, ss is simply replaced by Q˜s for B88 and
Gaussian damping. Equivalently, Q˜s is substituted by ss for B98
damping with pig-type calibration functions.
The optimization has been done for the argon–argon (Ar–
Ar), the argon–neon (Ar–Ne) and the neon–neon (Ne–Ne) dimer
potential-energy curves, thus avoiding possible problems
related to small energy differences in the case of helium and
other possible complications for the heavier noble-gas atoms
krypton or xenon. We average the measure described in Section 3
over the three dimers to provide a mean absolute error (MAE). To
ensure comparability, the dissociation ranges are adjusted to
give a Hartree–Fock repulsion energy of around 14–16 kJ mol1
at the lower integration boundary. Starting from thus-obtained
lower distances of 2.2 Å, 2.6 Å and 3.0 Å for Ne–Ne, Ar–Ne,
and Ar–Ar, respectively, ten additional steps within a range of
3.0 Å have been used for the integration. As we cover very small
interaction energies and even smaller energy differences, abso-
lute energies had to be computed with high precision. The SCF
convergence threshold has thus been set to 1010 h, and large
numerical integration grids have been used to ensure the accuracy
of the semi-numerical integration scheme used in our local hybrid
implementation. Together with a large 1202 point Lebedev
spherical grid, generally needed for high-accuracy calculations,
we thus employ Chebychev radial grids with a large number of
320 and 325 grid points for neon and argon, respectively. This
ensures a sufficient number of grid points in the region between
the monomers even for larger monomer distances, thus avoiding
any oscillations in the potential-energy curves.
Lacking analytical derivatives with respect to the CF
parameters, we used a Nelder–Mead-simplex algorithm46 for
optimization, adding a quadratically convergent step at the end
of the usual optimization, which considers all evaluation points
near the actual minimum via a fitting procedure of the para-
meter surface. In view of the small number of parameters
optimized (at most four) we consider the outcome to safely
represent the global minimum.
5 Results
We first analyze performance of the six proposed schemes for
the definition of the MAE (see Section 3), using LDA exchange
in combination with the pig1 CF and B88 damping. Table 1
compares the MAEs and the two optimized parameters f1 and b
for all six schemes. Note that the MAE exhibits diﬀerent units
for integration in r and in r1 space, respectively, and can thus
not be compared directly. On the other hand, MAEs for a given
integration space exhibit only moderate variation for diﬀerent
methods (M1–M3). It appears that use of local hybrid orbitals
for the exact-exchange-only reference (M3) produces somewhat
larger deviations than the other two schemes, which may be
viewed as an asset of M3. But overall self-consistency effects
remain relatively minor. This holds also for the optimized
parameters. In both spaces, parameters obtained with the M2
and the M3 methods differ slightly, but the overall similarities
are apparent, in particular in r1 space. The overall prefactor
of the CF [cf. B88 damping (15)] depends on the product of f1
and b. This product varies very little between the M2 and M3
methods, even in r space. Parameters obtained with the M1
scheme differ somewhat more from those of the other two
schemes, but again only moderately so. Differences between
the r and r1 space methods are notable but also remain
Table 1 Mean absolute errors (MAEs) (in Bohr kJ mol1 for r space and in
Bohr1 kJ mol1 for r1 space) calculated with a local hybrid functional
with LDA exchange and an optimized pig1 CF with B88 damping. Three
diﬀerent evaluation methods (M1–M3) with respect to two different space
coordinates (r, r1) are compared for optimization
Space Method
LDA + pig1/B88
MAE f1 b f1b
r M1 1.326 1.009 2.932  103 2.959  103
M2 1.359 0.806 1.246  102 1.005  102
M3 1.473 0.727 1.458  102 1.060  102
r1 M1 4.505  102 1.317 1.937  103 2.552  103
M2 4.952  102 1.052 5.587  103 5.876  103
M3 5.897  102 1.055 5.045  103 5.321  103
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moderate. In r1 space, the optimized damping function para-
meter b exhibits smaller values, but this effect is compensated
by slightly larger values for f1. Overall we find that the M2 and
M3 methods are almost equally suited. M3 has the advantage
that the MAE can be directly interpreted as residual nondyna-
mical correlation (see above). r- and r1-space integration per-
form similarly, indicating that the chosen integration ranges
are well-behaved. As r-space integration is simpler, the M3
method in r space will be used in the following.
Before comparing diﬀerent CFs, the overall performance
of calibrated local hybrids for the three diﬀerent noble-gas
dimer curves is highlighted in Fig. 2 for the specific case of the
functional used in Table 1 (LDA with pig1/B88, M3 optimization
in r space), in comparison to the corresponding uncalibrated
functional. The figure plots the deviations from the respective
reference curves, i.e. the unphysical nondynamical correlation
DENDC as function of internuclear distance, as defined in Section
3, starting from the selected lower boundary distance value
(cf. Section 4) to ensure comparability between the diﬀerent
dimers. In this context, a straight line on the abscissa may be
interpreted as a perfectly calibrated local hybrid.
The uncalibrated dimer curves exhibit the previously found
large unphysical repulsion.22,30 The curvature varies somewhat
between the complexes. The Ne–Ne dimer exhibits the fastest
decay, the Ar–Ar dimer the slowest. Obviously, even the simple
pig1 CF used for Fig. 2 reduces DENDC appreciably, i.e. from an
MAE of 12.664 Bohr kJ mol1 for the uncalibrated curves to an
MAE of 1.473 Bohr kJ mol1 for the calibrated ones. The calibrated
curves exhibit somewhat variable behavior for the three dimers,
reflecting the differences between the uncalibrated curves (see
above), from a small undercorrection for Ne–Ne via essentially
perfect calibration for Ar–Ne to a slight overcalibration for
Ar–Ar. It is these variations, and thus the quality and univers-
ality of the CF, that the MAE expresses. Notably, even with the
simple pig1 CF, DENDC may be considered essentially negligible
beyond Dr4 2.0 Bohr, showing the effectiveness of calibration
at larger distances.
Let us turn to a comparison of the ability of the diﬀerent CFs
derived in the previous sections to universally minimize DENDC
in conjunction with diﬀerent semi-local exchange-energy
densities, keeping the LMF parameter fixed to its optimized
value for LDA exchange-energy densities. Table 2 provides the
CF parameters f1, f2 and b optimized for diﬀerent combinations
of exchange-energy densities, basic CF forms, and damping
functions, together with the obtained MAEs. We start with the
various damping functions. In combination with LDA exchange,
the simple Gaussian damping exhibits the largest MAEs, irrespec-
tive of the chosen CF, in particular for tpig1. On the other hand,
Gaussian damping provides the lowest MAEs for B88 and TPSS
exchange with the pig1 form. With the more sophisticated pig2
CF, B88 and particularly B98 damping performs better. In contrast
to the other two damping functions, Gaussian damping does
not benefit from the second-order correction term introduced in
pig2, it reduces the overall CF to a pig1 form. B98 damping
slightly outperforms B88 damping for pig2, most notably so for
TPSS exchange. This may reflect the better match of ‘‘meta-GGA
damping’’ with a meta-GGA exchange-energy density.
The performance of the various CFs for diﬀerent exchange-
energy densities diﬀers relatively little. Only for the simple pig1
CF, MAEs increase significantly for B88 and TPSS exchange,
except with Gaussian damping. The more sophisticated pig2
Fig. 2 Nondynamical correlation contributions DENDC in kJ mol
1 calcu-
lated for distances Dr in Bohr relative to the lowest boundary distance
(depending on noble-gas dimer, see text). The dotted and full lines repre-
sent non-calibrated and calibrated local hybrid functionals, respectively.
Table 2 Minimized mean absolute errors (MAEs) in Bohr kJ mol1 and corresponding CF parameters (f1, f2, b) in a.u. calculated with local hybrid
functionals using diﬀerent semi-local exchange-energy densities eslx,s in combination with the pig1, pig2, and tpig1 CFs and diﬀerent damping functions F.
The integration method M3 in r space has been used
eslx,s F
pig1 pig2 tpig1
MAE f1 b MAE f1 f2 b MAE f1 b
LDA B88 1.473 0.727 1.458  102 1.408 1.965 0.607 3.562  103 1.465 14.111 2.280  104
B98 1.588 0.232 2.091 1.371 0.492 0.656 6.393  101 1.472 2.047 8.339  102
Gaussian 1.595 0.186 9.130  102 1.595 0.186 0.000 9.129  102 1.733 0.152 1.081  103
B88 B88 1.815 0.581 1.910  102 1.529 2.244 0.821 3.667  103 1.507 7.527 5.144  104
B98 1.925 0.190 2.084 1.476 0.543 0.860 6.871  101 1.479 1.278 1.544  101
Gaussian 1.602 0.201 1.442  101 1.602 0.201 0.000 1.442  101 1.675 0.153 2.062  103
TPSS B88 1.832 0.536 2.375  102 1.570 2.407 0.807 6.886  103 1.477 5.768 8.462  104
B98 2.026 0.194 2.990 1.465 0.590 0.928 7.096  101 1.439 1.081 2.243  101
Gaussian 1.531 0.232 1.964  101 1.531 0.232 0.000 1.964  101 1.597 0.169 3.338  103
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and tpig1 CFs appear to perform comparably well for all
exchange-energy densities studied. This shows (a) the eﬀective-
ness of the second linear parameter f2 in the pig2 CF, and
(b) the potential of the tpig1 CF, preferably with B98 damping,
for the calibration of non-LDA exchange-energy densities.
Notably, this CF only has one linear parameter, just as pig1
does. Overall, the pig2 and tpig1 CFs exhibit clearly smaller
MAEs than the previous pig1 CF, with the exception of simple
Gaussian damping. While pig2 exhibits the smallest MAEs for
LDA exchange, tpig1 performs best for the calibration of TPSS
exchange, in both cases with B88 and B98 damping. The latter
aspect may be related to the meta-GGA background of the tpig
CF. As Gaussian damping is anyhow disfavored due to its too
fast decay (see above), the new pig2 and tpig1 CFs clearly
improve over the previous pig1 form.
The optimized CF parameters for calibrating B88 and TPSS
exchange-energy densities are similar, whereas the parameters
for LDA diﬀer somewhat more. The increased damping func-
tion parameters are most notable, indicating faster decay upon
going from LDA to TPSS. This may reflect the generally too
attractive LDA exchange-energy density. Within the present
scheme this means that diﬀerent semi-local exchange-energy
densities require slightly diﬀerent calibration in the long range.
We note furthermore that the optimized damping function
parameters b agree well with the values of the exchange
functionals upon which these CFs are based. For example,
b = 0.0037 for the pig2 CF with B88 damping, while the B88
exchange functional exhibits b = 0.0042.33 The tpig1 CF with
B98 damping has b = 0.15, while the B98 functional has
b = 0.11.38 This supports a well-behaved optimization proce-
dure, and it underlines the close relationship between the CFs
of this work and the underlying exchange functionals from
which they have been derived. We furthermore note that the
diﬀerent orders of magnitude of the optimized b parameters of
the pig-type CFs compared to tpig1 are due to the diﬀerent
inhomogeneity parameter used in these CFs. While damping in
pig calibration depends on the reduced density gradient ss, tpig
calibration utilizes Q˜s, which is proportional to ss
2.
For our previous pig1 CF with Gaussian damping,22 we
noted that the optimal parameters for weak-interaction
curves and for general thermochemical performance diﬀered
considerably,22,30 e.g. when used for B88 exchange. Suﬃcient
flexibility of a CF is thus a very desirable property. Towards this
end, we have evaluated the flexibility of the diﬀerent CFs of the
present work by fixing the exponent b of the damping function
to diﬀerent values while reoptimizing the remaining para-
meters of the CF. The LDA exchange-energy density was used
with B88 damping. Fig. 3 plots the resulting MAE as a function
of b for the three diﬀerent types of CFs. The curves for the pig1
and tpig1 CFs each exhibit distinct minima with steep curva-
ture. Note, that the optimal damping exponent for tpig1 is two
orders of magnitude smaller than that for pig1, reflecting the
diﬀerent inhomogeneity parameters (see above). Interestingly,
the pig2 CF exhibits a much more shallow double-minimum
curve with low MAE over a large range of b. Thus, while the best
MAE is only slightly better than those of the other two types
of CFs, the higher flexibility of pig2 may be advantageous
for simultaneous accurate treatment of diﬀerent quantities,
e.g. weak interactions and general thermochemistry (see above).
Their possibly improved performance compared to pig1-like
calibrated local hybrids as used in ref. 22 will be subject of
our ongoing work. The second-order correction term of pig2 is
responsible for this enhanced flexibility. This shows the
potential of the partial integration scheme, which might also
be extended to still higher orders than considered here.
6 Conclusions
We have presented a new general technique for constructing
functions to calibrate exchange-energy densities, using only the
electron density and its derivatives. Such approaches are essential
for constructing improved, practically useful local hybrid func-
tionals. The appeal of the new scheme lies in its close relation
between a given calibration function and the semi-local exchange
functional it derives from, thereby avoiding ad hoc constructions.
Successive partial integrations may be used to construct calibration
functions of increasing order, complexity, and flexibility, starting
from diﬀerent forms of GGA or meta-GGA exchange functionals.
We have been able to systematically rederive our recently proposed
semi-local calibration function and to identify it as a first-order
GGA-based form (pig1). We used the scheme furthermore to derive
a second-order GGA-based form pig2 and a first-order meta-GGA-
based form tpig1. All of these types of calibration functions have
been shown to be closely related to the second-order gradient
expansion of the exchange hole, confirming the generality and
uniqueness of the proposed derivations.
To optimize the free parameters in the calibration functions,
an optimization scheme has been proposed, which minimizes
unphysical nondynamical correlation in the potential-energy
curves of noble-gas dimers. The performance of three calibration
functions in combination with three diﬀerent damping functions
Fig. 3 Scan of the mean absolute error (MAE) in Bohr kJ mol1 over the
damping-function parameter b of the B88 damping function calculated with
calibrated (pig1, pig2 or tpig1) local hybrid functionals with LDA exchange.
For each value of b, the other CF parameters have been optimized.
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(B88, B98, and Gaussian damping) to calibrate three diﬀerent
exchange-energy densities (LDA, B88, and TPSS) has been evaluated.
While all three functions reduce the spurious nondynamical corre-
lation eﬀectively, the new second-order GGA-based pig2 and the
first-order meta-GGA-based tpig1 function are clearly superior to the
previously suggested pig1 form, in particular when calibrating
the more sensitive GGA or meta-GGA exchange-energy densities.
In particular, the higher flexibility of the pig2 form, with either B88
or B98 damping, with respect to variation of the damping function
exponent has been exposed, making this the so far most promising
ansatz for wider evaluation.
The proposed integration-by-parts scheme oﬀers appreciable
potential for the construction of improved calibration functions,
with higher orders in the partial integration and/or more
sophisticated GGA or meta-GGA starting points. The suggested
optimization procedure for calibration functions can be part of a
general optimization scheme for all parameters of a local hybrid
functional. This will be evaluated in our ongoing work.
Appendix
A Reduced density Hessian
It is important to comment on the interrelations between the
reduced density Hessian introduced in this work and known
quantities from the DFT literature. Since 1986, the dimension-
less parameter47
us ¼ 1
k3
 r
Trsrgss1=2
rs3
(49)
has been one of the necessary building blocks for any GGA xc
potential. Applying the substitution
rgss1=2 ¼
rrTrsrrs
gss1=2
(50)
results in the alternative formulation
us ¼ 1
k3
 Zs;ss
gss1=2  rs3
: (51)
Using the definitions of the reduced density Hessian (22), and
of the reduced density gradient (7) provides
us = psss, (52)
showing that the reduced density Hessian ps is in accordance
with existing reduced quantities.
We furthermore note the close relation between ps and the
Ys function used in the density overlap regions indicator
(DORI),48 and in a recently developed, related meta-GGA.49 Y
has also been used as ingredient of a recent LMF for local
hybrids.21 In the original notation, Y is defined in terms of a
local wave vector, finally giving
Ys ¼
r rrs
rs
 2" #2
rrs
rs
 6 : (53)
Explicit application of the r operator results in
Ys ¼ 4 8 
rs  Zs;ss
gss2
þ 4  rs
2
gss3
 rTrsrrTrsrrTrsrrs:
(54)
Introduction of another reduced quantity, the reduced quad-
ratic density Hessian
~ps ¼ r
TrsrrTrsrrTrsrrs
k4  gss  rs10=3
; (55)
results in a simple formulation of Ys in terms of reduced quantities
Ys ¼ 4þ 4 ~ps
ss4
 8ps
ss2
: (56)
Note, that in contrast to the reduced density Hessian, in eqn (55)
the square of the density Hessian is projected onto the density
gradients. Hence, p˜s can be approximated to good accuracy, as
we numerically tested within the local TURBOMOLE version, by
the square of the reduced density Hessian
p˜s E ps
2. (57)
We thus propose a simplification of the Y function including
only first powers of the density Hessian
Ys  4  1 ps
ss2
 2
: (58)
This approximation reveals the close relation between the reduced
density Hessian and the DORI. The proposed simplified Ys func-
tion represents a simpler object than the original one (56), since
only one quantity including the density Hessian appears. This
may simplify self-consistent implementations of such quanti-
ties (cf. also Appendix B below), without loss of information.
B Local hybrid potential with calibration function
The optimization of orbitals needed for the proposed optimiza-
tion schemes requires the self-consistent implementation of
the newly derived CFs. We therefore generalize the formulation
of the local hybrid xc potential41 to forms including CFs (cf. (1)).
Following the notation of ref. 50, the local hybrid xc potential
integrals then read (with explicitly indicated dependence on r
due to the second space variable r0)
ps v
s
xc
 qs
  ¼ X
B¼a;b
ð
eexx;BðrÞ  eslx;BðrÞ  GBðrÞ
h i
d^pq;sgBðrÞdr
þ 1
2
ðð
gsðrÞ þ gsðr0Þ½ 

X
k
jp;s
ðrÞjk;sðrÞjk;sðr0Þjq;sðr0Þ
r r0j j drdr
0
þ
ð
1 gsðrÞ½ d^pq;s eslx;sðrÞ þ GsðrÞ
h i
dr
þ
ð
d^pq;se
sl
c ðrÞdr;
(59)
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where dˆpq,s is a semi-local potential operator. Since the proposed
CFs, especially those of tpig type, contain new quantities that so
far had not been considered in self-consistent calculations, dˆpq,s
has to be extended compared to previous formulations. Taking
into account the density LaplacianrTrrs, the projected density
Hessian Zs,ss, the paramagnetic current density
js ¼ 1
2
X
k
rjk;sjk;s  jk;srjk;s
 
; (60)
and the projected kinetic-energy density gradient
isB = rTrsrts, (61)
gives the semi-local potential operator (with s0 denoting opposite
spin) in a generalized version
d^pq;sgB¼jp;sjq;s
@gB
@rs
þ1
2
rTjp;srjq;s
@gB
@ts
þrTr jp;sjq;s
 
 @gB
@rTrrs
þ1
2
jp;s
rTjq;srTjp;sjq;s
h i
@gB
@js
þrT jp;sjq;s
 
 2rrs
@gB
@gss
þrrs0
@gB
@gss0
þrts @gB
@iss

þrts0 @gB
@iss0
	
þrT jp;sjq;s
 
 2rrTrsrrs
@gB
@Zs;ss
"
þ2rrTrs0rrs
@gB
@Zs0;ss
þrrTrsrrs0
@gB
@Zs;ss0
þrrTrs0rrs0
@gB
@Zs0;ss0
#
þrTrsrrT jp;sjq;s
 
 rrs
@gB
@Zs;ss
þrrs0
@gB
@Zs;ss0
" #
þrTrs0rrT jp;sjq;s
 
rrs0
@gB
@Zs;s0s0
þ1
2
rTjp;srTrjq;sþrTjq;srTrjp;s
h i
 rrs
@gB
@iss
þrrs0
@gB
@is0s
 	
:
(62)
Note that operator (62) represents a rather general expression
for a semi-local potential that considers quantities that at most
need second basis-function derivatives (with respect to space).
One quantity missing in this formulation, as it is not required
for the present work, is the gradient of the current density. The
latter would be needed for TDDFT implementations with tpig
calibration functions, provided that one wants to consider the
current-density response due to the gradient of the kinetic-
energy density.
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